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NOTATION 
Throughout this work (A, m, k) denotes a complete equidimensional 
local ring of characteristic p > 0 (except only for Proposition 2.1) without 
any imbedded component, m its maximal ideal, k = A/m and k is perfect. 
The Frobenius map f: A + A given by f(x)=xp for all XE A is a ring 
homomorphism. We denote by f”A the bi-algebra A, having the structure 
of an A-algebra from the left byf” and from the right by the identity map, 
i.e., if M E A, x E f”A, CLX = &‘x and xct = XCI, By a free complex we mean a 
complex F. = (f’,A20 (+F, + F, --f F. -+ 0) of finitely generated free 
modules. We write F:“(F.) for F. @ f”A; for any module M, F”(M) for 
MQA /“A and for any finitely generated module N, fl for Hom(Hi(N), E) 
where E is the injective hull of k. For any sequence (unfn20, let lima, 
denote the limit inferior of (a,) and lim (I, denote the limit of a, as n + co. 
Let d= dimension of A be positive and we write it as dim A. Unless men- 
tioned, Tor, Ext are computed over A. By magnitude of a complex, we 
mean the difference between the first non-zero term and the last non-zero 
term of the complex. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are going to study the asymptotic behavior of Ext under 
the Frobenius map and a few applications thereof. 
In Section 1 we consider a free complex F. with homologies of finite 
length. Let N be a finitely generated module and let W,, denote the jth 
homology of Hom(F”(F.), N). Theorem 1.5 establishes the following facts: 
(i) when dim Nc dim A, lim Z(W~,~)/P”~= 0, 
(ii) when dim N = dim A and 
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(a) j< d, lim l(~~,,)/p”“=O; 
(b) j= d, lim Z(W~,~)/~“~= lim I(F”(H,)@W)/JY~>O (Here Hi= 
Hi(F)); 
(c) j > d and S-‘fi is S-‘A free of finite rank, lim I(w,,,)/~“~ = 
lim l(H,-,(F”(F.))@ fi)/pnd (here S denotes the set of all non-zero divisors 
of A). 
Corollary 1.6 extends the above result to the case where N is replaced by 
a complex of modules with finitely generated homologies. The next 
theorem of this section (Theorem 1.7) proves that, given a finite free com- 
plex F. of magnitude s with (i) l(H,(F.)) < co for i # 0, (ii) HL(H,(F.)) # 0, 
and (iii) H,(F.) locally free on spec A - {ml, and a finitely generated 
module N with depth N>O, if we define x(F., N) as I(HL(H,(F. l N)))- 
Z(H,(F. l N))+I(H,(F, l N))- ..., and x,(F., N)=lim x(F’(F., N))/pfld, 
then x,(F., N) =0 if s<d and x,(F., N) >O if s=d. There are plenty of 
examples showing that x, can change sign when s > d. 
Some of our results can be viewed as generalizations of a result of 
Roberts. Roberts has proved in [R3] that if F. is a finite free complex with 
finite length homologies and magnitude of F, is d= dim A, then 
lim, _ m Z(Hi(F”(F)))/p”d=O for i>O, and as a result it follows by a 
Theorem of Seibert [S] that in the above case xm(F’)>O. 
We next show in (1.8) that if F. is a finite free complex with finite length 
homologies and N is a module such that S-‘N is S-IA free (which is 
always the case when A is an integral domain), then x,(F., N) = 
( - 1)” x,(F.*, N); here s + d = magnitude of F. and F.* = Hom(F., A). 
Moreover if dim N < d, then x,( F., N) = 0. 
Szpiro has proved in [Sz] similar results using local Chern Characters. 
In Section 2 we give an application of Theorem (1.7); we furnish a more 
direct proof of the improved new intersection conjecture in positive charac- 
teristic, It was formulated as a conjecture by Hochster in [H,] and can be 
stated as follows: 
Improved new intersection conjecture. Let F. be a finite complex of 
finitely generated free modules 
such that H,(F.) has finite length for i> 0 and H,(F.) has a non-zero 
minimal generator z such that AZ has finite length. Then dim A < fl. 
Actually it is an improved version of the new intersection theorem of 
Peskine-Szpiro [P-S], and Roberts [R, ]-they consider the case when 
(0 # ) H,(F.) is also of finite length. First this was proved for local rings of 
positive prime characteristic independently in [P-S], and [R, 1; then it 
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was proved in [Hz] for local rings having big Cohen-Macaulay modules. 
Recently Roberts has proved the theorem in the mixed characteristics 
CR*]. As for the improved new intersection conjecture an apparent 
stronger version was proved in [E-G] I and afterwards proof of the above 
version was given in [E-G], using the existence of big Cohen-Macaulay 
modules. Hochster pointed out another proof via the canonical element 
conjecture in [HJ. Here in Proposition 2.1 we show that proving the 
above statement of the conjecture is equivalent to proving the same state- 
ment with the added hypothesis that H,(F.) is locally free on spec A - (m}. 
Then we finish our proof of the conjecture in (2.2) by using Theorem 1.7. 
I would also like to draw the reader’s attention to the following Remark 
(2), 2.2: Let A be an equicharacteristic ring of dimension d. Let F. = (Fi)i,, 
and G. = (Gi)i30 be two finite free complexes of magnitudes r and s, respec- 
tively, such that (i) r # s, r, s < d, (ii) Z(H,(F.)) < co, Z(H,(G.)) < co for i > 0 
and (iii) H,(F.) and H,(G.) are locally free on spec A - {m}; then H,(F.) 
is not isomorphic to H,(G.). 
SECTION 1 
LEMMA 1.1. Let xl, . . . . xd be a system of parameters of A. We write x to 
denote the ideal (x1, . . . . xd). Then for i>,O, Z(Torf(A/x,.fnA)) < Cip”‘, where 
Ci is a constant. 
Proof. f(Tort(A/x, ,/“A)) = l(A/xP”) Qpndl(A/xA) and the lemma is 
proved for i = 0. 
We now show that I(Tor$A/x, f”A))/p”d + 0 as n + co. 
Since A is complete of characteristic p > 0 and x1, . . . . xd is a system of 
parameters, A is a module-finite extension of k[ [x1, . . . . xd]]. We denote 
this ring by R. Then by [Dr], lim f(Tor”(R/x,f”A))/p”d=O for i>O, i.e., 
lim I(Hi(xP”; A))/pnd=O for i>O, where H,(x; A) is the ith homology of 
the Koszul complex K(x; A). 
Since l(Tor:(A/x,“A)) < l(H,(xP”; A)), it follows that lim Z(Torf(A/x, 
‘A))/pnd = 0. 
Now we use induction on i; suppose we have established the assertion 
for Z(Torf(A/x, /“A)) for i < j. This implies that for any module M of finite 
length with xc ann, M, I(Torf(M, f”A)) < vi(M)pnd for i<j. 
We consider the truncated Koszul complex K.‘: 
O+A-----+A + . . . +A(:) +d d h - Ad+O. 
Let us denote coker $2 by G. Then we get two short exact sequences 
O+H,+G-+xA+O and O+xA+A+A/xA+O. 
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We recall from [DJ that given K.’ we can construct a free complex F. 
and a map 4.: F. + K.’ such that 4. induces (i) natural injection 
H,,(F.) = Hi 4 G, (ii) isomorphism between homologies of F. and K.’ and 
moreover the mapping cone L. of 4.: F. + K.’ is a free resolution of xA. 
Thus we obtain 
O-+K’+L’-+(F.)~,--+O (1) 
an exact sequence of complexes. Applying @ /“A to (1) we get an exact 
sequence 
+Hj+l (xp”; A) + ToriA, ,(A/x, f”A) + H,- ,(F. @ f”A) + 
Now lim Z(H,+ ,(xP’; A))/P”~= 0; moreover by considering the double 
complex 0”. obtained by tensoring F. with a free resolution L, of Y”.4 over 
A we see that 
j-2 
I(Hj- ,(F. @ ‘“A)) < C f(Tor:(Hj- iPi, ‘“A)). 
i=O 
This proves the assertion for Z(To$+ , (A/x, f”A )), 
Remark. It is easy to see that lim I(Tor:(A/x,f”A))/p”d= 
lim I( F”( H, ))/pnd. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let F. be a free complex with homologies of finite 
length. Then 
(a) l(H,(F”(F.)))<Kipndfor i>O, Ki is a constant. 
(b) For any finitely generated module N, 
(1) if dim N < dim A, lim I(Torf(Hi(F”(F+)), N))/pnd = 0 for 
i, j>O 
(2) @-dim N = dim A, and S-IN is S-IA-free offinite rank, where 
S is the set of non-zero divisors of A, lim /(Tor,“(H,(F”(F.), N)))/pnd=O for 
j> 1, iB0. 
Proof (a) By considering the double complex 0”. obtained by 
tensoring F. with a free resolution L. of f”A over A, we see that 
Z(Hi(F”(~)))~~~=oI(Torj(Hi~j(F,),~nA)). Hence we will be done if we 
can prove that I(Tor:(M, f”A)) 6 v,(M) pnd for i 2 0 for any module M of 
finite length. By considering the short exact sequence 
O+M’+(A/x)‘+M+O, 
where x c ann M is an ideal generated by a system of parameters of A we 
are reduced to proving Lemma 1.1. Hence we are done. 
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(b)( 1) Let x be a non-zero divisor contained in ann N. We consider 
an exact sequence 
O+N’+(A/xA)“+N+O. 
Since Torf(Hi(F”(F.)), A/xA) = 0 for j> 2 and Z(Tort(Hi(F”(F.)), A/xA)) 
=I(H,(F”(F.))@A/xA), it is enough to show that limI(Hi(F”(F.))@ 
A/xA)/pnd = 0. We write Fe for F, @ A/xA. Since x is a non-zero divisor on 
A, we get 
Hi(F”(J’.)) 0 A/xA 4 Hi(F”,(F.)). 
Since dim A = d - 1, by part (a) we are done. 
(b)(2) Let r be the rank of S’N over S’A. We get an exact sequence 
O+A’+N+Q+O, 
where dim Q <dim A. Hence Tor,!(Hi(F”(F.)), N) = Tory(H,(F”(F.)), Q) 
for j>2, i20; and Torf(H,(F”(F.)), N)GT~~~(H~(F”(F.)), Q) for i>O. 
Thus we are done by part (i). 
Remark. It follows at once from Seibert’s work [S] that 
lim Hi(F”(F.))/p”d exists when F. is free complex with finite length 
homologies. We here give a direct proof of part (a) for the sake of 
convenience and also for the fact that Lemma 1.1 sheds some light on 
Tor:(A/x, I”A) in a more concrete manner. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let F. be a free complex with homologies of finite 
length. Let N be any finitely generated module. Then we have the following: 
(i) when dim N-C dim A, lim I(Ext’,(H,(F”(F.)), N))/pnd= 0 
(ii) when dim N = dim A and 
(a) j < d, the above limit is 0; 
(b) j=d, l&I(Extd,(Hi(F”(F)),N))/p”d=limI(Hi(F”(F.))@fi)/p”d; 
(c) j> d and S’N is S’A-f?ee offinite rank, lim I(Extd(H,(F”(F.)), 
N))/pfld = 0. 
Moreover, if M is a module of finite length, then lim I(Extj(F”(M), 
N))/pnd = 0 when j > d for any finitely generated module N. 
Proof: We write T, to denote H,(F”(F.)). Let 
z.: 0 + I, d0 h-1 -I,+ ... -+Zd-,-Id+ . . 
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be a minimal injective resolution of N. Set 2, = Im #j6j-, . We get an exact 
sequence 
O-+Zj-1 4Zj-,+Zj40a (1) 
Applying Hom,(T,, -), we get an exact sequence 
O~Hom(T,,Zj~~)~Hom(T,,Zj~,)~Hom(~~,Zj)-+EXt~(T,,N)-i0. 
Writing -’ for Horn{--, E), where E is the injective hull of k, we get from 
above 
0 -+ Ext$T, > N)’ + T, @ Hz(Z,)” -+ T, @ H;(& L )” 
---* Tn@H~fZj~I)U+O (21 
Note that since T,, is a module of finite length, Hom(Tn’,, Zj>= 
Hom(T,, Hz(Zj)) and since HL(Z,i) is a module with descending chain 
condition and A is complete (Hi”)” is isomorphic to Hz(Zj) and thus 
Hom( T,, Zj) = Hom( T, 8 Ni(Zj)“, E), 
i.e., Hom( T,,, Zj)” = T, @ HL(Zj)“, Similar arguments hold for Ii. 
Again from (l), applying HO,(-), we get an exact sequence 
0 -+ Ho,(Zjp 1) + Ho,(Zj- 1) -+ H0,(2Yj) -+ H$v) -3 0. 
Apply Hom(-, Ef to the above sequence and obtain 
0 -+ Hi,(N)” --, Gus + Ho,fZ,- f )” -+ H;(Zj- I)” + 0, 
We break up the sequence into two short exact sequences 
Note that H”,(Zj-r)” is a finitely generated free module and hence 
Torf(D, -) = Torf+ ,(Hz(Zj- I)“, -) for i > 0. Censoring the above sequen- 
ces with Tn, we get from (2), an exact sequence 
--+ Torf(T,, H~(Z,- r)“) + H~JN)“@ T, -+ Extj(T,, N)” 
+Torr(T,, HE(Zj-I)“) +O. (3) 
(i) Since dim N -C dim .4, dim ~~~~~)~ cf dim A and either 
dim iri(Z,- r )” <dim A or S’(H$(Zi- r )“) is 3 ‘A-free of finite rank, the 
assertion follows from (3) by applying Proposition 1.2. 
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(ii)(a) j< d. Same argument as above completes the proof in this 
case. 
(b) j= d. Since S’(Hi(Z,-,)“) is S’A-free of finite rank, we get 
from (3) by Proposition 1.2 
(If S’fi is S’A-free then we could write lim instead of lim.) 
(c) j> d. In this case H’,(N)” =0 and since s’(m) has finite rank 
Hz(Z,-,)” has finite rank when tensored with S’A; thus (3) and Proposi- 
tion 1.2 finish off the proof. 
Moreover, we note from (3) that for j> d, Extj( T,, N)” = 
Tor,(T,, HL(Zj- i)‘). When T,=F”(M), where A4 is a module of finite 
length, it follows easily from [S], Proposition 1, Section 3, that 
lim l(Tort(F”(M), N))/pnd = 0 for any finitely generated module N. Hence 
lim /(Extj(F”(M), N))/P“~ = 0 when j > d. 
Remark. If A is a complete integral domain, then the conclusions of the 
above proposition hold without any condition on the finitely generated 
module N. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let D, = (D;s)r,s,n)O be a sequence of double complexes. 
Let us fix an integer t. We write H,,, to denote the tth homology of D, and 
E;,t to denote the E;” term of a spectral sequence (corresponding to horizon- 
tal or vertical filtration) of D, converging to H,,,. We assume i(E!$“,) c co 
for all r, s and n. 
(i) Suppose that for r, s with r +s= t, lim I(E;,“,)Jpnd=O. Then 
lim Z(H,,,)/pfld = 0. 
(ii) Suppose that for r, s with r + s = t except for a particular value of 
s, say s = s’, all limits lim l(E2,“,)/pnd = 0 and lim l(E:t)/pnd > 0; moreover 
suppose for i 2 2 if Bi,sZ,n denote the image of E& is’,+ ‘- ’ in EL;: and Qr,,,,. 
denote the image of EL;: in E;~‘~“+” and both lim l(Bi,.,,.)/pnd and 
lim Z(Qi,s,,n)/pnd are 0, then 
Proof. (i) Since I(H,,,)=C,+.=,1(E~,~) and l(EC&)</(E;,“,), the 
proof for this part is immediate. 
(ii) Consider 0 + Bz,,,,, + Ei;“‘,“’ + Q2,s,,n + 0; the homology in 
the middle is Ei;“‘,“‘. Since both ’ lim 1(B2,sV,n)/pnd and lim f(Q2,s,,n)/pnd 
are 0, it follows’ that lim I( Ei~,~‘,~‘)/p~~ = L&r I( E&nS’-S’)/pnd. Continuing 
similar arguments for a finite number of steps, we conclude that 
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lim l(~‘,-.;‘J)/p”~= !~IJ I(E&“‘-“‘)/pnd. Now for s # s’, r + s = t, it is 
immediate that lim Z(Ez,,)/pnd = 0. 
AS Z(H,,) =Cr+s=t Z(E~,,), we get the required conclusion from the 
above arguments. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let F, be a free complex with homologies of finite length. 
Let N be a finitely generated module. Let Win denote the jth homology of 
Hom(F”(F.), N). We haoe the following: 
(i) rf dim N < dim A, lim 1( Wj,n)ip”d = 0. 
(ii) If dim N = dim A and 
(a) j<d, lim Z( Wj,n)/pnd=O; 
(b) j= d, lim Z( Wd,n)/pnd= lim I(F”(H,(F.))@fi)/p”d which is 
positive; 
(c) j> d and s’(N) is S’A-free of finite rank, lim I( Wi,“)/pnd= 
lim Z(Hjed(F”(F)) @I N)/P”~. 
ProoJ: We consider the double complex D,‘= Hom(F./“Z.), where Z. is 
a minimal injective resolution of N. Let V,,, denote the jth homology of 
0,‘. Notice that Hom,(F,,f”Z,) = Hom(F”(F,.), I,) and since Fr is free, 
F”(F,) is also so. 
We have the following commutative diagram: 
Hom(F,, f”Z,) - Hom(F,, ,‘“Zs+ 1) 
1 1 
Hom(F, + 1, fnZs) - Hom(Fr+l~~pZs+l) 
Since Z. is exact except at s = 0, the horizontal rows of 0,’ are exact except 
at s =O. Hence from the spectral sequence obtained by considering the 
horizontal rows first, we get V,, = W,,. 
Now we consider the vertical rows first and the spectral sequence thus 
obtained has 
E;,“n = Ext”(ZZ,(F”(F.)), N). 
The required conclusions now follow from Lemma 1.4 and Proposition 1.3. 
Remark. When A is a complete domain, the assertion (ii)(c) holds 
without any condition on N. Moreover, when F. is a free resolution of a 
module M of finite length, then it can be easily shown from above 
arguments that for any finitely generated module N 
lim 1( W,, l,n)/pnd=l;m Z(Tor;4(M,f”A)@fi)/p”d. 
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COROLLARY 1.6 (to Theorem 1.5). Let F. be a free complex with finite 
length homologies and Z. = (I,,),, 2 0 be a complex of modules with finitely 
generated homologies. We write M= H,(F.) and N = H,(I), and denote the 
double complex Hom(F./“Z.) by 0’;. Let W,,, denote the tth homology of 
0’;. Then 
for t < d, lim I( W,+)/pnd = 0 
and 
for t = d, lim I( Wd,n)/pnd= lim Z(F”(M) @ N)/pnd. 
Proof Consider the following commutative diagram: 
Hom( F,, “Z,) - Hom(F,, f’Zs+I 1 
I I 
HoW’,+,,f”Zs)- Hom(F, + 1 1 fnZs +1 1 
We consider the spectral sequence obtained by taking the horizontal rows 
first and get 
E;; = H,(Hom(F., r”H,(Z,))). 
Now repeated applications of Theorem 1.5 complete the proof. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let F. be a finite free complex: 0 + AIS + Ars-’ + ‘.. + 
A” + A” + 0. We write Hi for H,(F.) and assume 
(1) I(H,(F.))< co, for i>O, 
(2) H~WdF)) + 0 and 
(3) HO(F.) is locally free on spec A - {m}. 
We define, for any module N, with depth N > 0, 
W, N) = W:(F 0 N)) - 4H,(F 8 NJ) + W,(F 0 NJ) - . . . 
(note, because of the hypothesis, l(H,(F.@N))<co for i>O) and 
x,(F., N) = lim x(F”(F.), N)/p”‘. Then ifs<d, x,(F., N)=O and ifs=d, 
dim N=d, x,(F., N)>O. 
Proof: Applying Hom(-, A) we get a finite free complex F.*: 0 + A’: + 
A’:-+ . . . --+ A’:-1 + A’: + 0 where -* stands for Hom(-, A). By hypothesis, 
F.* has finite length homologies everywhere except possibly at the extreme 
left-end, where the homology is Hom(H,, A) = Ho*; Let L. be a minimal 
free resolution of H,* and via L. + H,* --t A’: + A’1 + . . . we construct a 
new free complex T with finite length homologies everywhere. Moreover if 
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we denote the homologies of the complex Hom( T., ‘“N) = Hom(F”( T), N) 
by W.,, then for j > 0, 
W~-i,=H,_i(Hom(F*,f”N))=Hi(FQ”“N) 
and by Theorem 1.5 lim I( Hj(F. @ ~n~))/~~~~~ = 0. To understand Ws,, we 
consider the following part of T” 
Applying @ f’A, we get 
where for any matrix $, Ji cp”3 denotes the matrix obtained from $ by 
raising the entries of $ to the p”th power. 
Applying Hom(-, N), we get from above 
Now W,,, = Ker(+4iP”]* 0 l,)/Im($ hfll* @ lN) and we get the following 
short exact sequence 
O-+ Ws,n~Coker~~P”161,-,Im#~P*1*Ol.--,0. 
W,,, = Hi(Coker Il/$P”l @ lN) = Hz(H,(F”(F))@N). 
Hence, by Theorem 1.5, lim I( WsJpnd= 0 if s < d and lim I( Ws,J/pnd > 0 
for s = d, Thus the theorem is proved. 
Remarks. (1) It is well known that if s > d, x,(F.) could be positive, 
negative or 0. 
(2) The above theorem establishes the following observation: If M is 
a finitely generated module locally free on spec(A) - (m > such that depth 
M= 0 and F. is a finite free complex of magnitude s with s < d and 
I(H,(F.)) < 00, i> 0 and Ho(F+) E M, then there cannot exist a minimal 
free complex L. of magnitude d, with I(Hi(L.)) < 00, i> 0, such that 
H&L) IT M. 
Let F. be a finite free complex with finite length homologies and let 
magnitude of F. be s + d. We impose the following grading on 
F.* = Hom(F., A): (F.*)i= (Fs+d- i)*. In the next proposition we are going 
to lind out the relation between x,(F., N) and x,(F,*, N). 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Let F. be as above and N be a finitely generated 
module. Then 
(i) Ifdim N<d, x,(F., N)=O. 
(ii) If dim N = d and S’N is S’A-free of finite rank, then 
x,(F, N) = (- 1)” -c,(F*, NJ. 
Proof. Note that Z-Zi(F.@fnN)=H,+,Pi(Hom(F.*,Y’N)) for all i20. 
(i) dim N < d: In this case by Theorem 1.5 and the above remark 
I(H,(F.@f”N))/p”d+O as n-t co for i>O. Hence x,(F., N)=O. 
(ii) dim N = d: Since S’N is S’A free of rank r we get an exact 
sequence 
O+A’+N+Q+O where dim Q < d. (1) 
For any complex L. with finite length homologies we get from above 
lim I( Hj (L. @ f”N))/@‘d = lim I( Hi (L. @ f”A’))/p”d 
= r lim ~(H,(F”(L.)))/JY~. (2) 
On the other hand, 
lim I(Hi(F. @ /“N))/pnd = lim 1( H, + d- i Hom(F.*, f”N))/p”d 
=limI(H,-,(F”(F.*)Ofi))/p”d, by Theorem 1.5 
=r lim Z(H,+i(F”(F.*)))/p”d (3) 
(since S’R is S’A free of rank r). From (2) and (3) we get 
x3., N) = (- 1 Y x3.*, NJ. 
Remark. If F. is a finite free complex with finite length homologies of 
magnitude I such that F, # 0, then lim l(H,- i(F. @ f”N))/p”d = 0 for 
O<i<d. 
SECTION 2 
In this section we are going to give a more direct proof of improved new 
intersection conjecture in characteristic p ( >O) by using Theorem 1.7 of 
Section 1. First let us state the conjecture (valid in any characteristic). 
Improved new intersection conjecture. Let F. : 0 + Fs + F,- , -+ . . . -+ 
F, + F, + 0 be a finite free complex with I( Hi(F.)) < cc for i > 0 and H,(F.) 
has a minimal generator (non-zero) which is killed by a power of the 
maximal ideal. Then dim A < s. 
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We fix a few notations for this section, 
Notation. If M is finitely generated and A” + * ArO + M+ 0 is exact, 
we write D(M) for coker 8*; by syz’(M) we mean the ith syzygy of M in 
a minimal resolution of M. The ith homology of the Koszul complex 
K.(x; A) is denoted by H, and coker h$-. I is denoted by Gi. We also write 
-* for Hom(-, A). 
We now prove a proposition which will allow us to take H,(F.) to be 
locally free at the punctured spectrum. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (A, m, k) be a local ring in any characteristic with 
depth A > 0 and dim A = d say. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The statement of improved new intersection conjecture as given 
above. 
(ii) The statement of improved new intersection conjecture as given 
above with the added hypothesis that II, is locally free on spec A - {m}. 
Proof. (i) =r (ii) is obvious. 
(ii)*(i) Suppose (i) does not hold, i.e., there exists a finite free 
complex F. 
O-+FS+FS-,-+ 1.. -+F,*I;,+O 
with f(ll,(F.)) < co for i> 0, and &(F,) has a minimal generator z killed 
by a power of the maximal ideal; but d > s. 
Since I(H,(F.)) < cc and AZ is a module of finite length, we can choose 
a system of parameters x,, . . . . xd such that we have a map &: K.(x; A) -+ F. 
which lifts the map q5: A/x + H,(F,) where q5( 1) = z. Let L, be a minimal 
resolution of k and the surjection q: H,(F.) + k sending z + i, other 
generators to 0, lifts to a map q. : F. --) L. of complexes. Write q5. = q. . (51 and 
since s < d we have the following commutative diagram 
L.:*** 
i aeon i^ ‘3”‘-...- i:- ~~~A~~” 
--, Afd+l +A’d+ A’d-1 Iltd-! A’d-2 -+ . . . + A” + A +A/m+O 
Applying Hom(-, A) to (1) we get 
0- Ext”-‘(k, A)- D%-,(k)- Im $$- 0 
I I 0 I (2) 
o- HI - Gt -xA-0 
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It has been pointed oud in [DJ that given the truncated complex 
~~:“:&.+&+A”+ .-. +/f(Z) -+ Ad --$O we can construct a free complex P, 
and a map 8.: P. + K.* such that 8. induces (i) natural injection 
H,(P+) = W, ci; G,, (ii) isomorphisms between homologies of P. and Kaf and 
moreover the mapping cone T. of 6.: P. -+ K.’ is a free resolution of xA. Let 
us write down the commutative diagram for 19.: 
4% P.z-+A’~- 
k-t .-f’d-’ ___, A’&-2 --, . . . -+ A” 2 A’0 4 H, 40 
K;: 0- A - 
Hence: -+Ard-+Ard-~+A@Ard-~-+ +-.mA 2 @Ara+Ad-+xA-+O gives tdl 
a free resolution of xA. 
Now since by (2) the composite map X5”,-&) + G, -+ xA is zero, 
denoting the natural injection K,’ --, T, by ~1, we see that a. . &* is homotopic 
to zero. This forces Im tId- , to be equal to A. That means we can choose 
a basis e,, . . . . e,-, of A+] such that @,_,(e,)== 1, 6,-,(e,)=O for d> 1. 
Moreover, Im flrl c subspace spanned by e2, . ..> e,-, . Hence @J(e:) = 0. We 
denote by z the image of ef in Ker /I$/Irn fis- t. Applying Horn{-, A) to 
(3) we see that z is killed by xA, and hence in coker &- 1 it generates a 
module of finite length; moreover z is a minimal generator of coker fls- 1. 
From Hom(P+, A) we get a finite free complex I). of length td- 1 
with ti,(D.) = coker /I$- I having a minimal generator z killed by a power 
of the maximal ideal. Since P. is a free complex with finite length 
homologies, coker /If- r is free on spec A - (m). Thus we arrive at a 
contradiction. 
Now we furnish a proof of improved new intersection conjecture in 
characteristic p (>O) by using Theorem 1.7 and the above proposition. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (A, m, k) be a ~~rnp~ete e~~~d~rnens~o~~~ Iocud ring 
without any imbedded components. Characteristic of A = p > 0. Let F. 
be finite free complex 0 -+ F, --+ F,- 1 -+ . 1s -+ F, + F0 -+ 0 such that 
I( Hi(F.)) < co for i > 0 and H,(F.) has a minimal generator (non-zero) killed 
by a power of m. Then dim A G s. 
Proof. By the above proposition, we can assume that H,(F.) is locally 
free on spee A - f m f. If possible, let s > dim A. Let us denote by z a mini- 
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ma1 generator of H,,(F+), such that AZ is a module of finite length. Consider 
the short exact sequence 
F,-,F,,+H,(F.)+O. 
Let e be a part of a basis of F,, which maps onto z. Let I be the annihilator 
of z. Then we have the following commutative diagram 
be F, - F, - H,(F) - 0 
‘\\\\ Iv, 1 
A- A/J -0 
where q’ is the projection on the e-component of F,. Since AZ is a module 
of finite length, A/J is also so. Moreover i(i)=z and v(z) =i in A/J. 
Applying 0 f”A to the left half of the above diagram we get the following 
commutative diagram: 
I I I 
F”(F1) = F”(F,) - ff,(F”(F)) = f’“(fb(F)) \ \ \ \ \ I 
F”(v’) 
\A 
I 
- A/J[P”’ 
where for any ideal Z= (a,, . . . . a,), Zrpnl = (a?, . . . . uy). The above diagram 
implies that l(H~(H,,(F”(F.)))) > I(A/JCP”I) and hence lim Z(ZZ~(Z!Z,(Ffl 
(F.))))/z@ > 0. But we have shown in Theorem 1.7 that this cannot happen 
if s<dim A. Hence s>dim A. 
Remarks. (1) One can also obtain a proof of Theorem 2.2 from [H] 
without using any big C-M module. The technique, used in Theorem 1.3 
[D2], together with Theorem 1.5 also provide another proof of the 
Cannonical element conjecture in characteristic p > 0. 
(2) Remark 2 on page 13 can be extended to prove the following 
result: Let A be an equicharacteristic ring of dimension d. Let F. = (Fi)i,o 
and G. = (Gi)iao be two finite free complexes of magnitudes r and s, respec- 
tively, such that (i) rfs, r, sgd, (ii) Z(H,(F.)) < 00, l(H,(G,)) < co for 
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i>O, and (iii) HO(F.) and II, are locally free on spec A - {m}; then 
H,(F.) is not isomorphic to H,,(G.). 
The author can prove the above result in the mixed characteristic case 
if r,s<d- 1. 
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